HOW TO REACH “SIPS OF HISTORY - 2022”
The demonstration develops in the places of the room of the "pull" - M.S. TRIESTE, 81-Santa Caterina street
to the historical center in SIENA (ZTL); Around the medieval walls surrounding the old city are good parking
facilities, while for the heavier models or bulky enjoy free shuttle to the venue of the exhibition [active at the
covered parking “Santa Caterina”, Esterna di Fontebranda street, from 9:00 to 12:30 a.m. on Saturday 21
and from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m.on Sunday, 22 May)
BY AIRPLANE
The nearest Airports are: Firenze "A. Vespucci" (60 Km), Pisa "G. Galilei" (100 Km) e Bologna "G. Marconi" (180 Km).
From Firenze and Bologna you can reach Siena by train and by bus, from Pisa by train or directly with the autolinees
“TRAIN”. Useful links:
- www.aeroporto.firenze.it
- www.bologna-airport.it
- www.pisa-airport.it
- www.sienamobilita.it

BY TRAIN
SIENA is connected to the railway lines: Milano-Firenze-Siena, Roma-Chiusi-Siena, Firenze-Empoli-Siena, PisaEmpoli-Siena. Visit this website www.trenitalia.it to know rates, runs and schedules.
From the railway Station it’s possible to reach the “Piazza ll Campo” going up Viale G. Mazzini, past the medieval walls
Via G. Garibaldi and passing by Via Montanini and Via Banchi di Sopra (about 2200 meters), or by taxi or by urban
buses:
-

Lines n. 3, 9,

“Centro“ - “Via Tozzi“ direction

-

Lines n. 4, 8, 17, 77

“Centro“ - “P.za del Sale“ direction

-

Lines n. 9

“Centro“ - “P.za Gramsci“ direction

BY BUS
SIENA, university city, has a discreet service of connection with numerous cities of Italy, among which Milano, Roma,
Firenze, Bologna, Pisa, Perugia, Napoli. Visit this website www.sienamobilita.it to know rates, runs and schedules. All the
buses reach few hundred meters from the “Piazza Il Campo”, or they make terminal to the railway Station from which
it ‘s possible to reach, in short time, the “Piazza Il Campo” by taxi or by urban buses (as you see in "BY TRAIN").
BY CAR
From Milano: you must take A1 highway following the direction to Roma, near Firenze exit at Firenze Impruneta, than
take the 4-passages highway Firenze-Siena, exit at the Siena Nord junction and follow the signs for the Center, the
Stadium, “La Fortezza”. Or exit at the interchange Siena West and than you must follow the indications for “Centro”,
“Santa Caterina” car park (indoor and just 200 meters from the location of the exhibition).
From Roma: you must take A1 highway following the direction to Milano, exit at Val di Chiana - Bettolle, follow the
indications for Siena in the S.S.326. At 5 km from Siena divert for the bypass road Siena Sud, to continue for Firenze,
exit at Siena West and than you must follow the indications for “Centro”, “Santa Caterina” car park (indoor and just 200
meters from the location of the exhibition).
From Genova: you must take A12 highway following the direction to Pisa, near Viareggio Camaiore follow the A11 in
Lucca-Firenze direction, take the A1 near Firenze Nord in Roma direction, continue for 15 km, exit at Firenze Impruneta,
than take the 4-passages highway Firenze-Siena, exit at …. (same indications from Milan).

